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A Comparative Analysis of Art. 82 of the EC Treaty and Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act

The European Commission is very soon expected to publish its long-awaited draft guidelines on Art. 82 EC Treaty. These draft guidelines will discuss controversial issues on the interpretation and application of the ban of abusing a dominant position. This article discusses the interpretation of Art. 82 EC Treaty in the light of the evolution of monopolization law under Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act in the US, and analysis the differences in analytical and judicial treatment of certain business conduct under both regimes.
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I. Introduction

In recent years, competition law and policy within the European Union (EU) has undergone a pro-
cess of modernisation, applying a more economics-based analysis to business conduct and to evalu-
ate the competitive effects of that conduct. The process, initiated by the European Commission (Com-
misone under former President Romano Prodi, was led mainly by former Competition Commissioner Mario Monti.

Until now, efforts to modernise European competition law focused primarily on coordinated con-
duct as regulated by Art. 81 of the EC Treaty and by the European Community's Merger Regula-
tion (ECMR). As to the former, the Commission issued a series of regulations and guidelines1 which have put more emphasis on economic effects and less importance on the form of certain bilateral and multilateral conduct. As to the latter, following an intensive discussion, the Council adopted the new ECMR (Council Regulation (EC) No. 139/20042) in January 2004 which intro-
duced a new standard for the competitive assessment of mergers - known as the "significant in-
pediment of competition" (SIEC) test. As an extension of the previous abuse of dominance test, the SIEC test is intended to cover certain anticompetitive effects of a concentration resulting from un-
lateral behaviour of firms that do not attain a dominant position.3 Shortly thereafter, the Commis-
ion issued new guidelines for assessing horizontal mergers,4 incorporating more sound economic con-
cepts (such as the distinction between unilateral effects and coordinated effects) and analytic tools (such as the HHI analysis used in the US Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commis-
ion Horizontal Merger Guidelines). This shift towards a more economics-based approach was also illustrated by institutional changes within the Commission, such as the appointment of a chief economist within Directorate General Competition, and the increased involvement of economic experts in the analysis of mergers and other unilaterally anticompetitive cases. Commentators generally agree that these reforms have brought EU competi-
tion policy on restrictive agreements and mergers more in line with recent economic thinking and have led to a convergence of standards in the EU and the United States (US).

In contrast, EU policy concerning unilateral conduct of dominant firms under Art. 82 has not yet
made a similar shift towards an analysis based on economic principles. Rather, when assessing sit-

1 Articles without explicit mention of the statute are those of the EC Treaty.

3 Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004 of 20 January 2004 on the control of concentrations between undertak-

4 Recital 21 of the ECMR.
5 Guidelines on the Assessment of Horizontal Mergers under the Council Regulation on the Control of Concen-
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gle firm conduct, the Commission and the Community courts consistently have applied a largely formal assessment to the challenged conduct. This was most apparent in the recent decisions of the Commission and the European Court of First Instance (CFI) in the British Airways and Michelin II cases,6 both of which condemned certain rebate schemes as abusive without analyzing their spec-
ific competitive effects in the markets involved in those cases. In Michelin II, the CFI held that the
Commission was not required to examine such effects, and asserted that the mere intent to achieve a restriction of competition was sufficient to consider the challenged conduct to be abusive, because "establishing the anticompetitive object and the anticompetitive effect are one and the same thing."

Current policy on single firm conduct in Europe has been criticized for lacking clarity and consist-
ency. The Commission and Community courts generally have analyzed unilateral conduct on a case-by-case basis without providing a comprehensive and consistent test for distinguishing legiti-
mate behaviour from abusive conduct. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) and the CFI have provided little guidance on the topic, defining abusive conduct as behaviour which is not within the scope of "normal competition" or "competition on the merits."7 Unfortunately, these defini-
tions are vague and lack the clarity needed by businesses to differentiate between permissible and impermissible conduct. It is therefore no surprise that the interpretation and application of Art 82 has remained a major area of discussion between enforcement officials, judges, private practitioners and in-house counsels in the EU and US. In addition, there are still significant differences in the modes of analysis used to examine unilateral conduct in the EU and US.

It is against this background that DG Competition under new Commissioner Neelie Kroes is cur-
rently drafting guidelines concerning the application of Art 82. These guidelines aim to provide clear and economically sound guidance on what constitutes unilateral, anticompetitive, "exclu-
sionary" conduct in contrast to desirable "competition on the merits". In addition to clarifying the definition of anticompetitive conduct, these guidelines may promote convergence of the Art 82 "standard" with the legal standards and economic analysis being applied to various practices in the US.

Of course, the fundamental question that modernization of Art 82 needs to address is whether there is an objective, economically sound standard to differentiate between anticompetitive, pro-
competitive or competitively neutral conduct. In the past, EU courts and enforcement agencies have struggled to distinguish anticompetitive or exclusionary practices of dominant firms from le-
gitimate "normal competition" or "competition on the merits". As a recent OECD paper correctly points out, the phrase "competition on the merits" has not been satisfactorily defined yet.8 A similar struggle has been taking place in the US. Jurisprudence interpreting Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act has developed substantially, from an approach that condemned monopolies for engaging in conduct that had the tendency to exclude rivals - without assessing whether competition itself was harmed - to a more economics-based approach that recognizes legitimate monopolists should be able to engage in efficiency-enhancing conduct without violating Sec. 2. As with cases under

ive, see Herbert Hovenkamp, Exclusion and the Sherman Act, 72 U. Chi. L. Rev. 147, 110 (2005) ("competition
on the merits" includes "non-exploitative pricing, higher output, improved quality, energetic market penetration,
successful research and development, cost-reducing innovations, and the like"; such a standard "may do an
adequate job of characterizing putative decisions. But it is not always very helpful in evaluating novel prac-
tices").
Art. 82, the question of what constitutes anticompetitive conduct under Sec. 2 has been answered primarily on a case-by-case basis, and there still is no general agreement on a single standard by which to measure whether conduct is anticompetitive in violation of Sec. 2.

This is not surprising since distinguishing legitimate business behaviour from anticompetitive behaviour can be difficult. One problem is that competitive and abusive conduct often are similar in appearance. For instance, low prices are the very essence of competition, and in certain circumstances even prices below cost may, for some period, constitute "normal" pricing. But low prices -- even prices above cost -- may have an exculpating effect. The difficult task for practitioners and enforcers is to correctly identify and prohibit only that conduct which is likely to have an anticompetitive effect without discouraging businesses from engaging in conduct that benefits consumers.

This paper discusses the modernization of Art. 82 in the light of the evolution of monopolization law under Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act in the US. Part II outlines the main principles of unilateral conduct in the EU and US. Part III discusses and compares the law and enforcement in the EU and the US. Part IV focuses on the approaches taken by the EU and US toward certain business conduct, and offers insights into economic tests used to evaluate that conduct. Finally, Part V provides some conclusions highlighting the differences in analytical and judicial treatment of certain business conduct under Art. 82 and Sec. 2 and provides practical suggestions on how to draft antitrust enforcement guidelines that can be used by enforcers, the courts and the business community to evaluate the competitive effects of conduct without discouraging vigorous, procompetitive activity.

II. Policy Objectives in the EU and US

The goal of protecting "competition" underlies the antitrust laws that prohibit monopolization, 11) the EU, or abuse of a dominant position, in the EU, and determines which conduct is deemed pro-competitive or anticompetitive. But any antitrust scheme must answer the basic question of what it means to protect competition. Does it mean protecting smaller, weaker firms against dominant firms? Or does it mean protecting the competitive process, productive efficiency, or consumer welfare? 12) The answer to these questions have evolved over the years in both the EU and US, and in recent years, lawmakers, courts and enforcement agencies in both jurisdictions have taken different approaches.

1. Art. 82 of the EC Treaty

Art. 82 prohibits abusive behavior by one or more dominant firm(s). 13) The general goal of Art. 3 (1) (g) requires the European Community to institute a "system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted." 14) It has been assumed from the foundation of the Treaties in 1957 that European competition law, and in particular Art. 86 (formerly Art. 86), primarily guarantees the institution of competition as such, i.e., it protects the competitive process. Although Art. 82 lit. b also identifies "technical development" (i.e., productive efficiency) and "consumers" (i.e., consumer welfare) as objectives for competition policy, the focus in enforcing Art. 82 consistently has been on the preservation of the market structure. 15)

The foundational policy of Art. 82 finds its inspiration in ordo-liberal thinking, going back to the works of von Hayek and other representatives of the so-called German Freiburger Schule. 16) According to ordo-liberal philosophy, the competitive process is not only a means to achieve economic efficiency but an end in itself. It considers individual freedom as the primary objective of competition policy, and views dominant firms as tending to weaken the competitive process and the economic freedom of other market participants. Under this economic approach, competition law, in cases where market power can not be eliminated, is designed to constrain the exercise of both private and state market power, ensuring that dominant firms act as if they are constrained by competition. Thus, the concept of "competition on the merits" is an essential element of this policy -- only where competition on the merits occurs can alternate sources of competition survive in a market controlled by a dominant firm. Another extension of ordo-liberal thinking is that dominant firms should not be allowed to act in the same way as other market participants (i.e., that such conduct is unlawful for a monopolist even though it might not be unlawful for a firm in a competitive market).

As reflected by decisions of European courts, these ordo-liberal principles have been incorporated into EU jurisprudence in different ways. For instance, in Continental Can, one of the first cases to address the prerequisites of abuse of a dominant position, the ECJ followed an approach incorporating all the policy elements mentioned in Art. 82:

"Articles 85 [now 81] and 86 [now 82] seek to achieve the same aim on different levels, i.e., the maintenance of effective competition within the Common Market. [...] the provision [Art. 82] is not only aimed at practices which may cause damage to consumers directly, but also at those which are detrimental to them through their impact on an effective competition structure, such as is mentioned in Art. 3 (f) [now 3 (g)] of the Treaty. Abuse may therefore occur if an undertaking in a dominant position strengthens such position in such a way that the degree of dominance reached substantially fetters competition, i.e., that only undertakings remain in the market whose behaviour depends on the dominant one." 17)

By 1979, the ECJ already was following a "structural approach," holding in Hoffmann-La Roche that:

"abuse is an objective concept relating to the behaviour of an undertaking in a dominant position which is such as to influence the structure of a market where, as a result of the very presence of the undertaking in question, the degree of competition is weakened and which, through recourse to methods different from those which condition normal competition in products or services on the

11) See, e.g., 124 F.3d 141 (3d Cir. 2000) -- LePage's Inc. v. 3M Bundled rebates considered a basis for Sherman Act Sec. 2 liability even though the price on any one product was not below cost.


13) Art. 82 reads: Any abuse of one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the common market or in a substantial part thereof shall be prohibited as incompatible with the common market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States. Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: (a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions; (b) limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers; (c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; (d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to the acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject matter of such contracts.


15) Art. 82 also serves the related non-competition objective of internal market integration, that is the creation of an open single European market, and it was also invoked to promote liberalization. Thus, conduct by dominant firms that compromise the EU market along national boundaries or discrimination of a dominant firm on the basis of nationality is caught by the Art. 82 prohibition. For example, in the 1999 decision concerning the air travel industry, the ECJ held that discrimination by a dominant firm concerning ticket sales on the basis of nationality is within the scope of Art. 82, notwithstanding the absence of any effect on the intensity of competition. See Commission decision of 20 July 1999, Case T-366/98, OJ L 210, at p. 100 -- 1999 Football World Cup.

16) The most important representative was Walter Eucken. See John Vickers, Chairman OFT, Speech before the 31st Conference of the European Associations for Research in Industrial Economics (3 September 2004), and Fred Boldorff, former Commissioner for Internal Market and Taxation, Speech before the Walter Eucken Institute 115 July 2000, for examples of the influence of this school on European competition policy.

basis of the transactions of commercial operators, has the effect of hindering the maintenance of the
degree of competition still existing in the market or the growth of that competition."18

In the 1983 case of Michelin, the ECJ further refined the law under Art. 82, focusing on the
"abuse" requirement:
"[a] finding that an undertaking has a dominant position is not in itself a recrimination but simply
means that [...] the undertaking concerned has a special responsibility not to allow its conduct to
impair genuine undistorted competition on the common market."19

Since that time, the ECJ and the CFI have further incorporated ordo-liberal philosophy into
Art. 82 law. For example, the courts consistently have relied on the notion that dominant firms
have a "special responsibility" and stress that these firms, by virtue of Art. 82, should not have the
right to engage in conduct that would be unquestionable if adopted by non-dominant under-
takings. The courts have also found that certain restrictive agreements entered into by dominant
firms that could have been justified for their efficiencies under Art. 81 (3), would be proscribed by
Art. 82. For instance, in Compagnie Maritime Belge, involving certain exclusivity agreements by a
shipping liner conference, the ECJ held:
"the undertakings subject to effective competition have a practice which is authorized under
[Art. 81 (3)] does not mean that adoption of the same practice by an undertaking in a dominant
position can never constitute an abuse of that position."20

The frequently criticized decisions in AKZO,21 British Airways, and Michelin II, which declared
certain forms of unilateral conduct like predatory pricing or fidelity (loyalty) per se unlawful under
Art. 82, also have been influenced largely by ordo-liberal thinking.

Until recently, the Commission defined the primary objective of competition policy as "the mainte-
nance of competitive markets".22 There are signs, however, of a shift towards an approach em-
phasizing the goals of consumer welfare and efficiency as the basis of EU competition policy rather
than focusing solely on protecting the competitive process. Last year, in its statement of "A Pro-
Active Competition Policy for a Competitive Europe", the Commission stated:
"Vigorous competition in a supportive business environment is a key driver of productivity growth
and competitiveness. However, competition is not an end in itself. It is a vital market process
which rewards firms offering lower prices, better quality, new products and greater choice. [...] A
system of well functioning markers – both in upstream and downstream markers – is an effective
mechanism for achieving an efficient allocation of resources."23

2. Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act

Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act prohibits monopolies, attempts to monopolize, and conspiracies to
monopolize.24 The offence of monopolization most closely parallels the offence of abuse of
monopoly power under Art. 82 and has two well-established, basic elements: 1) the possession of
monopoly power in the relevant market; and 2) the wilful acquisition or maintenance of that power
as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business
acumen or historic accident.25

From the earliest cases construing the provision, the US courts have recognized that Sec. 2 "does
not make the mere size of a corporation, however impressive, or the existence of unexercited
power on its part, an offence, when unaccompanied by unlawful conduct in the exercise of its power".26
But exactly what "unlawful conduct" is necessary to trigger Sec. 2 liability has been a question
with which courts and antitrust enforcers have grappled over the past century of Sec. 2 litigation.

At one end of the spectrum are cases that protected competition for its own sake. These cases have
focused primarily on whether the conduct in question had an exclusionary effect, and not whether
the conduct was efficacy enhancing. For instance, in US v. Aluminum Co. of America,27 Alcoa
was found to have violated Sec. 2 based on the conclusion that its efforts to expand output to meet
new demand had the effect of preventing new entry into the manufacture of aluminum ingots. In
considering these actions, the Alcoa court stated that,
"we can think of no more effective exclusion than progressively to embrace each new opportunity
as it opened, and to face every newcomer with new capacity already geared into a great organ-
ization, having the advantage of experience, trade connections and the elite of personnel. Only in
case we interpret 'exclusion' as limited to manoeuvres not honestly industrial, but actuated solely
by a desire to prevent competition, can such a course, indefatigably pursued, be deemed not
'exclusionary'. So to limit it would in our judgment emasculate the Act; would permit just such
consolidations as it was designed to prevent."28

The logic of Alcoa was followed almost a decade later in US v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., where
the court declared that the prohibitions of Sec. 2
"reach any enterprise that has exercised power to control a defined market, if that power is to any
substantial extent the result of barriers erected by its own business methods (even though not pred-
atory, immoral, or restraining trade in violation of Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act ...)".29

Since that time, the law has shifted substantially. The infusion of economic thought into modern
antitrust law has focused on Sec. 2 analysis on the effects the conduct at issue has on the ultimate goal
of antitrust – the protection of consumer welfare. Today, it is generally accepted that the aim of
the US antitrust laws, including Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act, is not only to protect consumer welfare,
but also to enhance economic efficiency.30 This accords with the generally well-recognized truth
that the US antitrust laws are meant to protect competition, not competitors.31 The competitive
process is considered valuable because it is a means to achieve economic efficiency; it is not the
ultimate end the antitrust laws serve to protect. Therefore, "modern" Sec. 2 analysis attempts to look
not only at the effect(s) certain conduct has on competition, but also on how that conduct affects
the economic efficiency of markets. Therefore, behaviour that enhances economic efficiency –

19) ECJ – Case C-31/81, 1981/1 ECR 1665, at p. 131 – Compagnie Maritime Belge Transport sàr Commiss.
23) Communication from the Commission, "A competitive Policy for a Competitive Europe," 20 April
24) Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 USC § 2, reads "Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to
monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize ... shall be deemed guilty of a felony ...
27) 148 F.2d 416, 430 – 431 (2d Cir. 1945).
28) Id. at 431 (emphasis added).
"Murray's goal is to protect consumers. Antitrust law should care immensely about sustaining the effectiveness of
competition and display indifference about the identities or fortunes of individual market participants." Joel J.
Senate Committee on Agriculture (27 July 1999) "The primary beneficiary of antitrust enforcement is the con-
sumer, who receives better quality, increased innovation, and lower prices when competition is not interfered
32)
thereby benefiting consumers - should not be prohibited by Sec. 2, even when that behaviour has the incidental effect of excluding competition.

An example of this principle arises in the context of market share discounts. In Conoco Boat Corp. v. Brunswick Corp., the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed a lower court's finding that Brunswick's market share discounts violated Sec. 2.32 The conduct included a program by which Brunswick offered increasing levels of discounts for a purchaser's commitment that it would buy a certain percentage of the purchaser's requirements of stern drive marine engines from Brunswick.33 The discount increased as the purchaser's commitment increased. If the boat builder did not buy at the specified level, the discount was lost.

The Conoco Boat plaintiffs argued that Brunswick's discount program was "part of a deliberate plan to exclude competitors from the stern drive engine market."34 But the court quickly dispensed with this claim on the notion that the discounts did not drive the price of the engines below cost and that the program, which was completely voluntary, did not prevent customers from buying competing products.35 In doing so, the Brunswick court based its decision in part on the proposition that "cutting prices in order to increase business often is the very essence of competition, which antitrust laws were designed to encourage."36 This conclusion stems directly to Alcoa, which condemned as exclusionary Alcoa's practice of expanding output to meet new demand. As a general matter, increasing output is recognized as a procompetitive act.37 Insofar as the Alcoa court found this practice to violate Sec. 2, that decision seems to have arrived at the precise "reverse result" that the Conoco Boat court tried to avoid.

Decisions like Conoco Boat are consistent with the longstanding principle that Sec. 2 proscribes the wrongful exercise of monopoly power, not the existence of monopolies themselves. Indeed, it is often the very prospect of becoming a monopoly that entices market participants to engage in the kind of aggressive competitive conduct - which requires the expenditure of capital to innovate, expand output, lower prices or improve product quality or service - that the antitrust laws aim to foster.

The US Supreme Court emphasized this notion in its recent decision in Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP,38 in which it ruled that the incumbent local telephone company (a "local exchange company" or "LEC") did not violate Sec. 2 merely because it failed to meet its obligations imposed by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide network access to competing telephone companies, the court stressed that, "the mere possession of monopoly power, and the concomitant charging of monopoly prices, is not only not unlawful, it is an important element of the free-market system. The opportunity to charge monopoly prices - at least for a short period - is what attracts "business acumen" in the first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth."39

That a monopolist may act in efficiency-enhancing ways has given rise to a growing recognition by US courts that - barring conduct that is clearly and objectively anticompetitive - firm should not be stripped of its ability to engage in aggressive competition despite the fact that the conduct may drive competitors from the market.40 The recognition and acceptance of this principle is very important if the antitrust laws are to allow firms to strive for the "ultimate prize" of achieving a lawful dominant position through procompetitive conduct. To do otherwise would destroy the incentives of any dominant firm to innovate, which in the end could harm consumers.41

This in turn gives rise to another basic issue when analyzing conduct under Sec. 2, namely, that courts should be circumspect when imposing Sec. 2 liability and should be judicious in their assessment of what conduct is truly anticompetitive.42 This analysis is particularly appropriate in the Sec. 2 context in order to differentiate between efficiency-enhancing, procompetitive conduct and anticompetitive conduct; this analysis can be very difficult for a fact finder, especially a jury, and courts analyzing conduct under Sec. 2 should be concerned not to chill competition through mis-taken condemnation of ambiguous conduct (referred to as "false positives"). It is this concern which underlies many recent US courts' decisions on Sec. 2.43

III. Law and Enforcement Practice in the EU and US

At a basic level, the elements for finding a violation of Art. 82 and Sec. 2 look quite similar. Art. 82 prohibits any abuse by one or more firms with a dominant position in the common market and identifies specific types of conduct that constitute an abuse. Under Sec. 2, the offense of monopolization requires the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market and the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power by anticompetitive means.44 Comparing the basic elements required by each statute highlights their commonality. Each require:

(1) the possession of "monopoly power" or a "dominant position" in a relevant market; and
(2) the maintenance of monopoly power by anticompetitive conduct or an "abuse" of the dominant position.45

Yet, many of the similarities between the two laws end here. Because of different policy approaches, Art. 82 and Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act have been interpreted in different ways in the

32. 207 F.3d 1019, 1061 (8th Cir. 2000).
33. For instance, if the boat builder purchased 80 percent of its needs from Brunswick, it received a 3 percent discount on all its purchases; if it bought 70 percent of its needs from Brunswick, the boat builder received a 2 percent discount; if the boat builder received a 1 percent discount if it bought 60 percent of its engine requirements from Brunswick. Id. at 1044.
34. Id. at 1060.
35. Id. at 1062.
36. Id. at 1061.
37. See generally, United States v. AMR Corp., 335 F.3d 1109 (10th Cir. 2003) (government's challenge to American Airlines' practice of meeting competition from low cost carriers by expanding capacity was deemed not anti-

40. Virgin Atlantic Airways Limited v. British Airways PLC, 257 F.3d 256, 266 (2d Cir. 2001) ("we must note first that the existence of monopoly power, a business entity is not guilty of predatory conduct through exclusionary practices from the market when it is simply exploiting competitive advantages legitimately available to it"); Advanced HealthCare Servs., Inc. v. Radimed Corp., Hosp., 910 F.2d 139, 147 n.14 (6th Cir. 1990) (firm, even one with monopoly power, is not guilty of predatory exclusionary conduct when it is simply exploiting the competitive advantages legitimately available to it");
41. See, Bruce McDonald, Deputy Antst. Ant. Gen., Antitrust Div., US Dept. of Justice, "Antitrust Division Update: Trinko and Microsoft", Remarks Before the Houston Bar Ass'n, Antitrust and Trade Reg. Sec. (8 April 2004) ("If查处者 provide consumers with competitive advantages, but may not be so great as creating a barrier to entry that would stifle innovation, even dominant firms must be allowed to compete aggressively."); See also, Richard A. Epstein, "Monopoly Power or the Level Playing Field? The New Antitrust Paradigm", 72 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1217, 1221 (2005) ("Once certain practices used by others are denied to the dominant firm, the law introduces two unwarranted sources of competitive disadvantage. First, the efficient practice is now denied to that firm, whose operations must suffer in consequence of that restriction. Second, limiting the prohibition to the dominant firm has the further detrimental effect of reducing competition between it and its rivals, by giving them an undeserved leg up");
42. At least one commentator has suggested that antitrust liability under Sec. 2 for unilateral conduct should be done away with altogether, or in the alternative, that the use of Sec. 2 be scaled back. See, Epstein, 72 U. Chi. LRev. at 49.
43. See, e.g., Trinko, 540 US at 614 ("Under the best of circumstances, applying the requirements of § 2 can be diffi-
cult because the nature of illicit exclusion, like the means of legitimate competition, is myriad"); Conoco Boat, 207 F.3d at 1061 (noting the inability of "a judicial tribunal to control [above cost discounting] without courting irresponsible risk of chilling legitimate price cutting"); US v. AMR Corp., 333 F.3d 1109, 1114 (10th Cir. 2003) ("caution in predation pricing cases is the watchword as the costs of an erroneous finding are high");
EU and the US. Where strong similarities may be found regarding the concepts of "dominance" and "monopoly power", what actually constitutes "anticompetitive conduct" or "abuse" have diverged significantly.

1. "Dominance" and "Monopoly Power"

Neither Sec. 2 nor Art. 82 define the terms "monopoly power" or "dominance". Courts in the EU and US, however, have defined these terms in similar ways.

1.1 The Basic Concepts in the EU and the US

The ECJ has defined dominance as a position of economic strength enjoyed by an undertaking which enables it to hinder the maintenance of effective competition on the relevant market by allowing it to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors and customers and ultimately of consumers. 46)

While this definition appears to consist of two elements - (i) the ability to behave to an appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers and consumers, and (ii) the ability to prevent effective competition in a relevant market - commentators have noted that, in practice, these two elements are really one. 47)

Recently, the Commission has defined dominance by stating that a firm should be considered dominant if it has substantial market power. This is consistent not only with the ECJ definition of dominance, which explicitly refers to independence "to an appreciable extent", but also with more recent industry-specific legislation and antitrust guidelines where "significant market power" and "dominance" are used synonymously. 48)

The US Supreme Court has provided a more specific definition of monopoly power - the "power to control prices or exclude competition". 49)

Lower courts have refined the definition further by incorporating more economic principles and holding that "a firm is a monopolist if it can profitably raise prices substantially above the competitive level". 50)

1.2 Establishing Dominance and Monopoly Power

The analytical framework used to identify market power in Europe and the US is similar. According to well established case law under Art. 82, a determination of dominance requires defining the relevant market, identifying the relevant shares, and assessing other competitive con-

45) To violate Art. 82, the abusive conduct in addition must have an actual or potential effect on trade between the member states, a condition which is fulfilled in virtually all cases and therefore is of minor practical importance. Likewise, the Sherman Act has a jurisdictional requirement that the conduct in question affect interstate commerce.


48) See, for example, Art. 14 (2) of Directive 2002/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 March 2002 on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and services [2002] OJ L 88: "An undertaking shall be deemed to have significant market power if, either individually or jointly with others, it enjoys a position equivalent to dominance, that is to say a position of economic strength affording it the power to behave in an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, customers and ultimately consumers", or the Commission's Guidelines on the application of Art. 81 (3) of the Treaty [2004] OJ C 141, p. 97 et seq. "Market power is a question of degree. The degree of market power normally required for the finding of an infringement under Art. 81 (1) is in the case of agreements that are restrictive of competition by effect less than the degree of market power required for a finding of dominance under Art. 82." Because of this, other states have a vested interest in the US.


stances' would rebuff a finding of dominance in cases where a firm's market share is above 70 percent. In contrast, US courts tend to require higher levels of market share in order to find monopoly power. A 70 percent market share generally is the dividing line above which a firm may be found to have monopoly power; below this, courts typically do not find monopoly power to exist absent particular market circumstances that are likely to raise barriers to entry. Historically, US courts considered a predominant share of the market to give rise to an inference of monopoly power. This approach more recently has been discarded in favour of an analysis that considers other market conditions in conjunction with market share, the most important of which is the existence of lack of barriers to entry. Thus, US courts have held that a market share of 100 percent does not necessarily establish monopoly power absent a showing that the market is protected by entry barriers. In this respect, US law under Sec. 2 seems less restrictive than Art. 82 abuse of dominance standards.

Thus, one of the shortcomings of the current interpretation of Art. 82 is that the threshold of what constitutes market dominance is set too low, at 50 percent market share, and secondly, without more, immediately suggests dominance. This has significant ramifications from a policy standpoint in terms of discouraging efficiency-enhancing conduct that is not unlawful. Unlike Sec. 2 law in the US, a firm in the EU is subject to legal constraints on competitive actions in which it may engage based on much lower thresholds of defining what constitutes a dominant position. Moreover, under an Art. 82 analysis, there is no substantial analysis of barriers to entry as to whether the firm’s market share actually confers market power. Companies that are found to be "dominant" are prohibited from engaging in business conduct that non-dominant firms are permitted and encouraged to pursue. Thus, when compared to US law under Sec. 2, Art. 82 can impede firms with a large market share in an otherwise competitive market from engaging in the very procompetitive conduct that the law seeks to promote.

1.3 Collective Dominance in the EU

One major difference between the concepts of dominance and market power is the recognition of "collective unilateral conduct". The European concept of dominance includes the notion that dominance or market power can be held by an individual company or by two or more companies jointly. If more than one company exercises market power by agreement or a concerted practice, i.e., by forming a cartel, such a behaviour is governed by Art. 85. However, as the ECJ recognized in Compagnie Maritime Belge, the firm would rebuff a finding of dominance in cases where a firm’s market share is above 70 percent. In contrast, US courts tend to require higher levels of market share in order to find monopoly power. A 70 percent market share generally is the dividing line above which a firm may be found to have monopoly power; below this, courts typically do not find monopoly power to exist absent particular market circumstances that are likely to raise barriers to entry. Historically, US courts considered a predominant share of the market to give rise to an inference of monopoly power. This approach more recently has been discarded in favour of an analysis that considers other market conditions in conjunction with market share, the most important of which is the existence of lack of barriers to entry. Thus, US courts have held that a market share of 100 percent does not necessarily establish monopoly power absent a showing that the market is protected by entry barriers. In this respect, US law under Sec. 2 seems less restrictive than Art. 82 abuse of dominance standards.

Thus, one of the shortcomings of the current interpretation of Art. 82 is that the threshold of what constitutes market dominance is set too low, at 50 percent market share, and secondly, without more, immediately suggests dominance. This has significant ramifications from a policy standpoint in terms of discouraging efficiency-enhancing conduct that is not unlawful. Unlike Sec. 2 law in the US, a firm in the EU is subject to legal constraints on competitive actions in which it may engage based on much lower thresholds of defining what constitutes a dominant position. Moreover, under an Art. 82 analysis, there is no substantial analysis of barriers to entry as to whether the firm's market share actually confers market power. Companies that are found to be "dominant" are prohibited from engaging in business conduct that non-dominant firms are permitted and encouraged to pursue. Thus, when compared to US law under Sec. 2, Art. 82 can impede firms with a large market share in an otherwise competitive market from engaging in the very procompetitive conduct that the law seeks to promote.

2. Identifying "Abusive" and "Anticompetitive" conduct

Generally speaking, European Community courts appear to have a broader notion of what constitutes unlawful behaviour of dominant firms, and impose tighter restrictions on the conduct of such firms than do US courts. Inspired by odo-logical thinking, which embraces the concept of a state guaranteeing and providing for an economic framework in which competition is protected in order to enhance individual freedom, European antitrust authorities tend to stress the cost of "false negatives," i.e., the danger of treating the conduct of dominant firms too leniently. Art. 82 also aims at protecting consumers and business partners from the negative short-term effects of market power. That is why Art. 82 also prohibits exploitative behaviour of dominant firms, e.g., the charging of monopoly prices, something that is not, in and of itself, a violation of Sec. 2.

US antitrust agencies and courts, on the other hand, are more reluctant to impose restrictions on the business conduct of dominant firms and stress that firms should compete aggressively. This maxim is reflected in the statement of Judge Learned Hand in the Alcoa case that "[t]he successful competitor, having been urged to compete, must not be turned upon, when he wins." Accordingly, US courts, and to an increasingly extent the US antitrust enforcement agencies—generally have a narrower conception of what constitutes anticompetitive conduct and are more reluctant to find US liability. This approach, which emphasizes the costs associated with "false positives", is contrary to the EU approach and is a caution against too much government intervention in competitive markets.

2.1 The European Concept of Abuse

The EC Treaty does not define "abuse", and the examples given in Art. 82 are illustrative. Consequently, the interpretation and application of the notion of abuse under Art. 82 is a creation of the Community courts which have distinguished between two forms of abuse—exploitative and exclusionary abuse.

2.1.1 Exploitative Conduct

Exploitative abuse involves conduct in which a dominant firm exploits its commercial position, and the resulting independent of other trading partners, and therefore achieves business advantages which it could not have achieved if effective competition existed. Art. 82 (a) deals with exploitative abuses and prohibits dominant firms from imposing "unfair" purchase or selling prices or other

63) Also Art. 14(2) of Directive 2002/21/EC explicitly provides that an undertaking shall be deemed to have significant market power if it enjoys a position equivalent to dominance either individually or jointly with others.

64) CFI - Case T-5/02, Judgment of 26 January 2005, not yet reported in the ECR - Puis v. Commission. This test was first articulated by the Community courts, when reviewing mergers, in the cases of Kel & Sula, Gencor and Airline. In later decisions, such as TACA and Puis, the CFI imposed this test into Art. 82.

65) Alcoa, 148 F.2d at 430.
“unfair” trading conditions. Therefore, it is within the scope of Art. 82 to attack “excessive” pricing by monopolists. For instance, in United Brands, the ECJ stated that, “charging a price which is excessive because it has no reasonable relation to the economic value of the product supplied is [...] an abuse.”

Despite the ECJ’s jurisprudence, in the last decade, the Commission has not pursued excessive pricing cases. The Commission signalled that it will not focus on the level of prices, but on combating exclusionary conduct designed to maintain a dominant status against competitors or entrants whose presence would normally bring about effective competition and competitive prices.

2.1.2 Exclusionary Conduct

Abusive conduct concerns behaviour of a dominant firm that is directed against competitors in the market in which the dominant firm is active. All but a few EC cases on abuse of dominance have concerned exclusionary conduct. Art. 82 (b) (limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers) deals with such conduct. According to the ECJ, abusive conduct not only encompasses the exploitation of a dominant firm’s monopoly power, but also covers all practices which affect the competitive structure of a market. The ECJ’s first and fundamental holding in Continental Can was that “abuse may therefore occur if an undertaking in a dominant position strengthens such position in such a way that the degree of dominance reached substantially fetters competition, i.e., that only undertakings remain if the market whose behaviour depends on the dominant.”

The European Community courts have not developed a clear test for analysing exclusionary conduct. Rather, their analyses and decisions seem to be closely linked to the specific facts and circumstances of particular cases, and no attempt has been made to develop general legal and/or economic principles defining exclusionary conduct.

The starting point for the Community courts’ analyses has been to establish as exclusionary any conduct explicitly mentioned in Art. 82. In particular, the EU courts have focused on conduct that limited rivals’ production or technical development (Art. 82 (b)), or other conduct aimed at excluding competitors from the market by means other than competition on the merits.

Community courts have focused their analysis of a dominant firm’s practices on the potential for anticompetitive effects. For instance, in the Magill and IMS Health cases, concerning complementary licensing, the ECJ ruled that the dominant company, by refusing to license certain intellectual property rights, prevented the emergence of a new product for which there was a potential consumer demand. In Microsoft, the Commission stressed that Microsoft’s refusal to supply information with respect to Community courts went beyond the reasonable limits of development to the prejudice of consumers, i.e., had an effect on consumer welfare.

Finally, the question of whether a showing of consumer harm is a necessary requirement under Art. 82 remains unanswered. It does, however, appear that the effect that exclusionary conduct may have on consumers is gaining more importance in case law. Art. 82 (b) states that conduct that harms consumers is abusive, and makes it clear that a dominant company may take actions limiting its rivals’ competitiveness if consumers are not harmed. The ECJ relied on this provision in one of its first statements with respect to Art. 82 in Continental Can. Other cases implicitly reflect this concern for consumer welfare, without going into the additional step of requiring evidence of anticompetitive effects. In Michelin II, the ECJ held that “it is sufficient to show that the conduct actually had such an effect, an approach inconsistent with the ‘objective concept’ of abuse discussed by the ECJ in Hoffman-La Roche. Intent should have a much more circumscribed role in such cases or be irrelevant in the ‘objective concept’ analysis of...”

66] ECJ [1979] ECR 207, at p. 250 — United Brands v. Commission. The court also introduced a two-stage test for the analysis of excessive pricing cases and held that, “the questions therefore to be determined are whether the difference between the lowest price actually charged by the three and the price imposed is excessive, and, if the answer to this question is affirmative, whether a price has been imposed which is either unfair in itself or when compared to competing products.” United Brands, supra, at p. 212. The ECJ applied this test in other cases dealing with excessive pricing. See ECJ — Case 26/77, [1977] ECR 1367 — General Motors v. Commission, and ECJ — Case 226/84, [1986] ECR 3263 — British Leyland v. Commission, cf also EWR 1987, 475 (Schneider).


2.2 The US Concept of Anticompetitive Conduct

While the basic elements of a Sec. 2 offense have long been defined, the standard by which to measure whether a particular conduct is anticompetitive under US law is inexact. While a clear standard has not yet been clearly enunciated, the issues that arise from Sec. 2 cases is that over the years, US courts have moved from condemning conduct that has the effect of excluding competition, without more, toward a more economics-based approach that requires proof that the conduct in question lacks the requisite efficiency-enhancing benefits that the antitrust laws seek to promote. 

Adding to the difficulty of discerning one standard from the case law, courts and antitrust enforcers still use language referring to "exclusionary" conduct,76 although the US Supreme Court's recent opinion in Trinko strongly signals a rejection of the Alcoa approach by making clear that Sec. 2 proscribes conduct shown to be anticompetitive.77

Moreover, because there are many ways in which a monopolist can act to acquire or maintain its monopoly, just as there are many ways in which a monopolist can act legitimately to improve its market position, it is difficult to articulate one overall standard by which to measure anticompetitive conduct.78 US courts—constrained by the fear of creating a rule that will catch "false positives"—are reluctant to pronounce a static standard by which to analyze the continuously evolving practices of dominant firms or monopolists. Courts and commentators have provided many different standards by which to measure anticompetitive conduct. In Aspen Skiing, for instance, the Supreme Court had already started to move away from the standard of "exclusionary" and toward a standard of "predatory," defined as conduct by which a monopolist attempts "to exclude rivals on some basis other than efficiency."79

The Court, however, lapsed into the context of "exclusionary" behaviour when it explained further in a footnote that "exclusionary" comprehends at the most behaviour that not only (1) tends to impair the opportunities of rivals, but also (2) either does not further competition or the merits or does so in an unnecessarily restrictive way.80

Some courts have relied on more objectively identifiable methods of establishing anticompetitive conduct. Under this approach, violations of Sec. 2 have been found where the conduct complained of was itself a violation of the antitrust laws.81 Along related lines, obtaining a patent by means of fraud upon the US Patent and Trademark Office has been deemed anticompetitive conduct for Sec. 2 purposes.82

And, at what seems to be the outer bounds of Sec. 2 liability, the US District Court for the Western District of Kentucky found Sec. 2 liability where the defendant repeatedly removed and destroyed the plaintiff's product racks and advertising displays in retail stores.83

76 Compare Alcoa, 148 F.3d at 430 - 431 ("Only in case we interpret 'exclusion' at least to mean non-nromally industrially, but actuated solely by a desire to prevent competition, can such a course, indefeasibly pursuant to be deemed not 'exclusionary'"); with Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 US 581, 605 (1985) ("If the defendant firm has been acting to exclude rivals on some basis other than efficiency, it is for the customer to characterize its behavior as predatory.").

77 See, e.g., LePage's, 324 F.3d at 152; Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58. See also McDonald, supra footnote 41 ([Antitrust enforcement cannot be suspected of the conduct of any firm, unless there is exclusionary conduct].)

78 Trinko, 540 US at 607 ("The possession of monopoly power will not be found unlawful unless it is accompanied by some cognizable anticompetitive effect." [emphasis in original].)

79 Caribbean Broad. Sys., Ltd. v. Cable & Wireless PLC, 148 F.3d 1080, 1087 (D.C. Cir. 1998) ("Anticompetitive conduct is one in two different forms, and it is too dependent upon context, for any court or commentator even to have enumerated all the varieties.")

80 472 US at 601.

81 Id. at 601 n.32, citing Philip Areeda & Donald Turner, Antitrust Law 78 (1978). See also Advanced Health Care Sys., 910 F.2d at 147 ("the key to distinguishing legal exclusion from improper, or predatory, exclusion is whether the exclusion was based on superior efficiency.").

82 See, e.g., Brooke Group, 509 US 209.


84 Comwood Co., L.P. v. United States Tobacco Co., 2002-2 Trade Cas. 73,077 (W.D. Ky. 2000).

85 See, e.g., US v. AMR Corp., 335 F.3d 1109 (10th Cir. 2003) (deferring on the Robinson-Patman Act analysis of Brooke Group and requiring that a plaintiff prove "a dangerous probability of recovery" the investment in below-cost pricing in order to succeed in a predatory pricing claim).

86 324 F.3d at 155, quoting Philip E. Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law 794, at 83 (2d Supp. 2002).


88 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58.

89 Id. (emphasis in original).

90 Id. at 34 - 39.

91 Id. at 59.

92 Id.

93 Id.

94 Note, however, that a specific intent to monopolize is a basic element of an attempt to monopolize claim under Sec. 2: See Spectrum Sports, Inc. v. McQuillan, 506 US 447, 456 (1993).

95 Alcoa, 148 F.2d 431 - 432.
he is doing".96 Even the Microsoft court, immediately after declaring that the focus of the Sec. 2 monopolization inquiry is not on the intent of the conduct, provided that "the intent behind the conduct of a monopolist is relevant only to the extent it helps us understand the likely effect of the monopolist’s conduct."97 Consequently, Sec. 2 litigants are likely to spend much time and money attempting to reveal the intent behind every action taken by a monopolist even though such evidence is not dispitative of the underlying conduct.

What is evident from the foregoing line of cases is that there is no general consensus around one standard for determining anticompetitive conduct. This should not be surprising, however, given the often recognized reality in Sec. 2 cases that the conduct at issue can and does arise in many different contexts, and what may be an appropriate measure of anticompetitive conduct in one scenario may not be useful in another. Indeed, the Supreme Court in Trinko did not even attempt to define a standard, notwithstanding the Department of Justice’s suggestion that it adopt the “but for” standard.98 Thus, the assessment of anticompetitive conduct remains highly dependent upon the context of the business practice in question.

IV. Determining Anticompetitive Conduct in Specific Contexts

The following examples demonstrate how certain practices have been treated in different ways in the EU and the US. There has been extensive discussion about whether a single “test” can be developed to detect and assess the competitive impact of business conduct. In addition to discussing the treatment of certain conduct under Art. 82 and Sec. 2 below, there are descriptions of various tests that have been suggested to assess these practices.

1. Predatory Pricing

1.1 The EU Approach

In the EU, the assessment of predatory pricing differs in some important aspects from the US. Notably, Community courts do not apply the recoupment test; that is, they do not require evidence that the alleged predator will be able to recoup its losses through monopoly pricing after competition has been excluded.99 Rather, Community courts focus primarily on the relationship between prices charged and costs, combined with an element of intent.

In the leading case on predatory pricing, AKZO, the ECJ held that prices below average variable cost must be considered abusive. This is based on the concept that every sale below marginal cost necessarily generates a loss for the dominant firm and can only be motivated by an intention to eliminate competitors. In other words, a dominant firm does not have an interest in pricing below cost except when the elimination of competitors enables it subsequently to raise its prices, thereby taking advantage of its monopolistic position. If a dominant firm charges prices above average variable costs but below average total cost, such conduct may be abusive if it is part of a plan to eliminate a competitor. Where prices are above average variable costs, evidence of an intent to exclude a competitor is required. This makes sense since Art. 82 should not prevent a firm from setting low prices, as long as they are above average variable cost and are not intended to exclude competition. In AKZO, however, the ECJ may have gone too far, finding such an exclusionary intent from the fact that there was no objective justification for the low prices charged over a long period where there were no competing price quotes. This reasoning ignores or downplays the significance of potential entry, which may be forcing the dominant firm to keep prices low to discourage entry; this example highlights the difference between the EU and US approaches toward predatory pricing. Barring other evidence of exclusionary conduct, competition law should be indifferent to whether prices are low because a firm with a high market share fears entry or because it faces actual competition from other firms. As long as entry barriers are low and there is little prospect that a dominant firm will be able to recoup monopoly profits in the long run, the result will be the same - low prices for consumers.

1.2 The US Approach

US courts apply a much narrower test for predatory pricing claims and view such allegations with scepticism. Indeed, in the opinion of the US Supreme Court, “predatory pricing schemes are rarely tried, and even more rarely successful”.100 To price below cost in an attempt to drive a competitor from the market is a rational strategy for the monopolist only if it is certain to recoup those losses once the rival is forced to exit the market. Thus, a Sec. 2 claim of predatory pricing can only succeed on the basis of proof that profits are not only of pricing below an appropriate measure of cost – that measure is the same in the US as in the EU, average variable cost – but also a dangerous probability of recouping the investment in below-cost prices.101

This approach to predatory pricing is consistent with the overall policy of avoiding “false positives” when analyzing conduct under Sec. 2. The fact that a firm’s pricing practices are being called into question heightens sensitivity to “false positives” and counsels against the type of “per se” condemnation of below-cost pricing schemes that appears to exist under EU law. As the AMR Corp. court stated, “caution in predatory pricing cases is the watchword as ‘the costs of an erroneous finding are high’”.102 This is true because “the mechanism by which a firm engages in predatory pricing — lowering prices — is the same mechanism by which a firm stimulates competition.”103 It would be ironic if the freedom of a firm to lower its prices – the touchscreen of competition — was inhibited by the antitrust laws. Avoiding this possibility led the Supreme Court to declare in Brooke Group that, “[e]ven if the ultimate effect of the cut is to induce or reestablish supra-competitive pricing, discouraging a price cut and forcing firms to maintain supra-competitive prices, thus depriving consumers of the benefits of lower prices in the interim, does not constitute sound antitrust policy.”104

Not surprisingly, the courts in two of the more important cases concerning predatory pricing – AMR Corp. and Brooke Group – found in favour of the defendant, though each claim failed different parts of the two-pronged test. In AMR Corp., the Department of Justice based its case on American Airlines’ strategy for meeting competition from new low-cost carriers (LCCs) by lowering prices on the routes on which American and the LCCs competed, adding capacity on those routes, and altering its yield management for those routes.105 In assessing the capacity additions in terms of their effect on price and costs, the AMR Corp. court upheld the lower court’s finding that

96. Id. at 432.
97. Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 59, citing Chicago Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).
98. See Trinko, 540 U.S. 386, Hovenskamp, 72 U. Chi. L. Rev. at 151 (“the Trinko decision said very little about the conduct requirement generally”).
101. AMR Corp., 337 F.3d at 1115, citing Brooke Group, 509 U.S. at 223 - 224. It should be noted that Brooke Group involved a claim of primary line price discrimination under the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 USC § 13a, and not predatory pricing under Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act. Because it was a primary line case, i.e., it involved a claim of price discrimination by a plaintiff at the same level of distribution as the defendant, the Supreme Court analyzed it to be a predatory pricing claim under Sec. 2.
102. AMR Corp., 337 F.3d at 1113, citing Brooke Group, 509 U.S. at 227.
104. 509 U.S. at 224.
105. AMR Corp., 337 F.3d at 1113.
the government failed to prove that American's prices on the routes in question were below average variable cost and therefore did not meet the first test of Brooke Group.106)

In Brooke Group, the plaintiff failed the second prong—a dangerous probability that the investment in below-cost prices could be recouped. Not only was there a lack of evidence of supra-competitive prices,107 but there was little to no likelihood that supra-competitive prices could be maintained. This was so, the Court reasoned, because to do so would depend on a complicated scheme of tacit collusion between the remaining market participants. Since market conditions were such that tacit collusion was unlikely—declining demand, excess capacity, the entry of generic product, inability to engage in parallel pricing given the large number of products and pricing variables—there was "no reasonable prospect" that the defendant would recoup its losses.108)

Of course, Brooke Group was a Robinson-Patman Act claim and not a Sec. 2 claim. Accordingly, there was no requirement showing that the defendant, Brown & Williamson, had monopoly power in a relevant market. In fact, the evidence showed that Brown & Williamson's market share never exceeded 12 percent.109) R.J. Reynolds and Philip Morris, on the other hand, were the market leaders with market shares of 28 percent and 40 percent, respectively.110) It seems unlikely that a Sec. 2 claim of predatory pricing would hinge, like the claim in Brooke Group, on tacit collusion among market participants—often the only significant market participant in a Sec. 2 case is the defendant monopolist. Nonetheless, the basic principle remains true in a Sec. 2 context: where market conditions are such that the monopolist has little or no prospect of recouping its investment from below-cost pricing, Sec. 2 liability will not be imposed.

1.3 Implications for a Test of Anticompetitive Conduct

When analyzing predatory pricing cases, US courts employ, even if implicitly, a "profit sacrifice" test. According to this test of anticompetitive conduct, business behaviour is considered unlawful when it involves a short-run profit sacrifice that would be irrational absent its tendency to eliminate or reduce competition in the long run. The DOJ advocated use of the profit sacrifice test in its case against American Airlines.111) In Aspen Skiing, a case involving a monopolist's refusal to deal, the Supreme Court also attached importance to the defendant's willingness to forego short-run profits as a fact that suggested the "distinctly anticompetitive bend" of the defendant's conduct.112)

Certain aspects of the profit sacrifice test make it unlikely that it could be adopted in all circumstances. The main shortcoming of this test is that it can be both under- and over-inclusive. On the one hand, it is under-inclusive because some business strategies do not entail a profit sacrifice, but still are exclusionary and harmful to competition, such as conduct aimed at raising a rival's costs.113) On the other hand, the test may be over-inclusive because certain conduct can increase consumer welfare even though it also excludes competitors. This may be the case when a valuable product innovation is only profitable if it excludes competitors while at the same time conveys

market power.114) Furthermore, this test may not be well-suited for cases where the business behaviour has both beneficial and harmful effects.115)

2. Rebates/Bundled Discounts

2.1 The EU Approach

Rebates are one of the most timely issues being discussed within the abuse of dominance debate. Rebates granted by dominant firms in order to secure all or a substantial proportion of the business of customers may infringe Art. 82 in the absence of an objective justification. Fidelity rebates by dominant firms are essentially illegal in the EU.

The divergence between the EU and US in assessing unilateral conduct concerning such behaviour is best reflected by the British Airways case which concerned a rebate scheme implemented by British Airways. BA awarded rebates to travel agents for the sale of its tickets. The final annual rebate was calculated as a percentage of the agent's sales for the entire year and when the sales exceeded that of the previous year, the agent received a higher discount on all the sales made that year. To claim the reward, travel agents had to sign a statement stating their commitment to Virgin Atlantic Airways, a competitor of British Airways, filed a complaint with the European Commission about the rebate scheme alleging a violation of Art. 82, and in addition, sued British Airways about the very same rebate system in a US district court claiming a violation of Sec. 2. The outcome of the cases, however, was very different in Europe and the US.

The Commission issued a decision against BA. The CFI116) later upheld the decision and determined that BA's performance reward schemes constituted an abuse of BA's dominant position in the UK market for air travel agency services, as they produced exclusionary and discriminatory effects within the network of travel agents. As to the exclusionary effects, the CFI relied on the principle of "normal competition" and found that the granted rebates did not constitute competition on the merits. The CFI also rejected BA's objective justification for the rebate system and concluded that BA's actual intent was to exclude competitors. The court, without discussing actual harm to customers, found that the rebates discriminated against certain travel agents.

By relying on the principle of "normal competition" in combination with BA's interest, the CFI appeared to apply a standard usually used in predatory pricing cases. In addition, the objective justification standard was applied without a concomitant analysis of the actual effects on competition. As in Michelin II, the CFI held that the rebate scheme tended to restrict competition, or "is capable of having, or likely to have such an effect."

2.2 The US Approach

The US courts—applying Sec. 2—came to the opposite conclusion when considering the very same BA rebate system. In 2001, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed summary judgment in favour of British Airways and held that it had not violated Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act by implementing this system of financial incentives for travel agents.117) In doing so, the court analyzed BA's rebate system along the lines of a predatory pricing claim and found that Virgin had failed
to establish that BA was pricing below cost.\textsuperscript{110} Nor did Virgin offer persuasive proof that BA had recouped its lost profits by a system of bundling the alleged below-cost routes with monopoly priced routes.\textsuperscript{119} Consequently, Virgin’s Sec. 2 claim failed.

It stands to reason that above-cost rebates, without more, should not be condemned under Sec. 2. A rebate that does not drive prices below cost is not, in and of itself, a basis for declaring that conduct “predatory” or “anticompetitive.”\textsuperscript{120} Consistent with this reasoning, the opinion in Concord Boat laid out the general rule that above-cost discounting, even by a monopolist, is not anticompetitive.\textsuperscript{121}

The Concord Boat court was careful to point out, however, that the case before it involved above-cost discounts on one product and there were no allegations of tying or bundling. The discount programs at issue in Concord Boat were applied to a single product and could be fairly characterized as an attempt by Brunswick to increase market share by cutting prices, a legitimate goal accomplished by procompetitive means and one that the antitrust laws should encourage, even for a monopolist.

But, the Eighth Circuit recognized that there may be circumstances in which above-cost discounting might create a basis for Sec. 2 liability.\textsuperscript{122}

Such circumstances can arise in cases of multi-product, or bundled discounts. Under such programs, rebates are offered for multiple products on the condition that the customer buys the prescribed bundle. There may even be commitment levels pursuant to which the customer agrees to buy a certain percentage of its requirements of the bundled package in order to earn the discount. Usually, failure to buy the requisite bundle or meet the commitment results in forfeiture of the discount.

The first case to consider above-cost bundled discounts was SmithKline Corp. v. Eli Lilly & Co.\textsuperscript{124} There, Lilly was accused of bundling together rebates for its monopoly products — Keflex and Kellex — with rebates for a product that faced competition from a new entrant, SmithKline.

The Third Circuit, without any significant discussion of the competitive effects of the practice, upheld a district court’s finding that such a bundling practice violated Sec. 2.\textsuperscript{125}

It was almost twenty years before this issue came up again in Ortho Diagnostic Sys., Inc. v. Abbott Laboratories, Inc.\textsuperscript{126} In Ortho, the alleged anticompetitive conduct involved the provision by Abbott of rebates when a customer purchased a bundle of four or five different blood tests and Abbott was deemed to have monopoly power with respect to some of the blood assay products.

The Ortho court gave more reasoned consideration to the competitive effects of the conduct than did the SmithKline court, drawing a distinction between pricing that was predatory and pricing that was simply competitive.\textsuperscript{127} Notably, the Ortho court distinguished the case before it from Brooke Group — noting that “the pricing at issue here involves the bundled pricing of a package of complementary products, in some of which the defendant has market power, as well as the unbundled prices of components of the package” — and declined to require that plaintiffs show below-cost pricing.\textsuperscript{128} Yet drawing from Brooke Group and the notion that below-cost pricing is necessary for a claim of predatory pricing because it runs the risk of driving an equally efficient competitor from the market, the Ortho court held that bundled rebates can violate Sec. 2 under two conditions: 1) where the monopolist has priced below average variable cost; or 2) where the plaintiff is at least as efficient a producer as the monopolist, but the rebate program of the monopolist makes it unprofitable for the plaintiff to continue to produce.\textsuperscript{129} The court nevertheless granted summary judgment for Abbott because Ortho had conceded that the rebates were not below cost and was unable to convince the court that it could not sell its products at a profit, although it did offer evidence that its profitability was harmed.\textsuperscript{130}

The Third Circuit again took up the issue of bundled rebates in the LePage’s case.\textsuperscript{131} In that case, 3M, the dominant producer of transparent tape, bundled rebates relating to the purchase of its private label tape — the product which faced the most competition from LePage’s — with a requirement that customers purchase other products from 3M that LePage’s did not offer (e.g., health care, home care, home improvement, retail auto and leisure time products). Moreover, the size of the rebate depended on achieving specified sales goals. The court found that the bundled rebates at issue were anticompetitive because “when offered by a monopolist they may foreclose portions of the market to a potential competitor who does not manufacture an equally diverse group of products and who therefore cannot make a comparable offer.”\textsuperscript{132}

While the LePage’s court found that the bundled rebate program of 3M violated Sec. 2, the decision itself did not shed much light on the search for a standard of anticompetitive conduct. As noted earlier, the court did seem to approve of the “equally efficient firm” standard,\textsuperscript{133} but it appears not to have made its decision based on this standard alone. In fact, the court, in its analysis of the bundled rebates, did not acknowledge or cite to the Ortho decision, much less discuss the second prong of Ortho. LePage’s did make an evidentiary showing that its efficiency, and therefore its profitability, had been damaged by 3M’s conduct, but there does not appear to have been a showing by LePage’s that it was equally efficient as 3M, and the majority did not require such a showing. Highlighting this was the fact that, as the dissent pointed out, LePage’s economic expert conceded that LePage’s was not as efficient a tape producer as 3M.\textsuperscript{134}

What LePage’s does make clear is that Brooke Group does not stand for the proposition that above-cost pricing, in a Sec. 2 context, is per se lawful. This is so in the Third Circuit explained, because under Sec. 2, the conduct in question is that of a monopolist. The court in Brooke Group faced a materially different circumstance; as noted earlier, Brooke Group was a price discrimination case under the Robinson-Patman Act, and the defendant there, with only a 12 percent market share, was most certainly not a monopolist. Moreover, the Third Circuit had before it more than just bundled rebates — LePage’s had also alleged that 3M engaged in exclusive dealing in violation of Sec. 2. In determining whether 3M’s conduct was anticompetitive, the court stated that it was required to look to “the monopolist’s conduct taken as a whole rather than considering each aspect in isolation.”\textsuperscript{135}

The court went on to state, “[t]he effect of 3M’s conduct in strengthening its monopoly position by destroying competition by LePage’s in second-tier tape is most apparent when 3M’s various activities are considered as a
whole. The anticompetitive effect of 3M’s exclusive dealing arrangements, whether explicit or inferred, cannot be separated from the effect of its bundled rebates. 3M’s bundling of its products via its rebate program reinforces the anticompetitive effect of those programs.1346

With no valid business justification for its actions, the court upheld the finding that 3M’s conduct was anticompetitive and violated Sec. 2.1377

2.3 Implications for a Test of Anticompetitive Conduct

The line of cases concerning bundled rebates and discounts cannot be adequately explained using the profit sacrifice test since, typically, these cases do not involve below-cost pricing. Following the policy of avoiding "false positives," US courts and antitrust enforcers exercise caution before condemning business practices that lead to low prices for consumers. Using the profit sacrifice test in cases where the alleged anticompetitive conduct is discounting and net prices are above cost creates a significant potential for declaring unlawful conduct that is not in fact procompetitive. Consequently, cases analyzing bundled rebates rely on the "equally efficient firm" test. Originally proposed by Judge Richard A. Posner,1380 this test declares unlawful unilateral conduct that is likely to exclude rivals which are at least as efficient as the dominant firm. The "equally efficient firm" test has the benefit of avoiding the protection of individual competitors rather than competition. Under competitive conditions a market should be served only by the most efficient firms. This test has been criticized, however, for treating dominant firms too leniently because it seems to permit the elimination of new entrants from a market that would eventually become as efficient or more efficient than the incumbent. Firms often enhance their efficiency by increasing the scale and scope of their operations and the equally efficient firm criterion fails to account for this important fact. Additionally, this test would require a comparison of the costs of the competing firms, which may be very difficult to do. Moreover, this test refers to any equally efficient firm, regardless of whether the plaintiff is in fact equally efficient. To that extent, the "equally efficient firm" test may be purely theoretical, which diminishes its practical value.1399

3. Refusals to Supply

3.1 The EU Approach

Companies are generally free to choose the parties with whom they want to deal. However, a refusal to supply by a dominant firm may, under certain circumstances, constitute an abuse under Art. 82. Under the Community case law, a refusal to supply by a dominant firm does not constitute a pec re abuse. Advocate General Jacobs recently stated in Syfati that "any obligation to deal pursuant to Art. 82 EC can be established only after a close scrutiny of the factual and economic context, and even then only within somewhat narrow limits".1400 Advocate General Jacobs went on to summarize the case law as follows:

"First, it is evident that a dominant undertaking will on occasion have an obligation to supply its products or services. Such is the case, for example, where an interruption of supply would serious-

1346 Id.
1377 Id. at 164.
1400 Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs in Case C-53/03, 28 October 2004, not yet reported in the ECR – Syfati v. Glassmullerhoeve AVEE.

ly disrupt competition between the undertaking and the customer on a downstream market or between the undertaking and its actual or potential competitors on the market of supply. There is also a narrow range of circumstances in which a dominant undertaking will be obliged to open up its facilities or license its intellectual property rights to a third party for the first time. For such to be the case, some exceptional harm to competition must be shown.

Secondly, however, it is also clear that a dominant undertaking's obligations to supply under Art. 82 EC are in various respects circumscribed. As the Court held in United Brands, a dominant undertaking is not obliged to meet orders which are out of the ordinary, and is entitled to take such steps as are reasonable in order to defend its commercial interests. Similarly, [...] a dominant undertaking [may] successfully [...] defend before the Court a commercial policy which differentiated between customers in the allocation of scarce supplies. The Court has also consistently limited the obligation upon dominant undertakings by reference to the possibility of objective justification.

Thirdly, the factors which go to demonstrate that an undertaking's conduct in refusing to supply is either abusive or otherwise are highly dependent on the specific economic and regulatory context in which the case arises."

3.2 The US Approach

US law recognizes the right of a firm, even a monopolist, to refuse to deal with another firm.1412 This proposition is known as the Colgate doctrine, which declared that a firm "generally has a right to deal, or refuse to deal, with whomsoever it likes, as long as it does so independently."1413 This right is not qualified, however, and there may be instances where a monopolist's refusal to deal forms the basis of anticompetitive conduct in violation of Sec. 2.1414

Such an instance may arise where the monopolist controls an essential facility, as recognized in the US Supreme Court's early decision in US v. Terminal Railroad Ass'n of St. Louis.1415 Decades later, the court further developed this doctrine in its decision in Aspen Skiing. That case involved allegations that a monopolist ski resort – which owned three of the four ski resorts in Aspen, Colorado – refused to continue a joint marketing program with the plaintiff, owner of a fourth Aspen ski resort. To capitalize on Aspen's attraction as a "destination ski resort," both plaintiff, Highland, and defendant, Ski Co., had offered for several years a four-mountain ski pass that enabled a skier to buy one pass granting access to the four mountains owned by Highland and Ski Co.1416 After fourteen years, and after Highland refused to lower its percentage split of the revenue from the joint Aspen pass, Ski Co. decided to stop offering a pass in conjunction with Highland.1417 In addition, Ski Co. refused to sell lift tickets to Highland, even at retail price, or to accept vouchers that Highland gave its customers to exchange for Ski Co. lift tickets (either of which would have enabled Highland to replicate the four-mountain pass).1418 Without the four-mountain pass, Highland became "a day ski area in a destination resort," and saw its market share fall drastically – from 20.5 percent in the 1976/77 season to 11 percent in the 1980/81 season.1419

1412 Id.
1413 Aspen Skiing, 472 US at 601 ("even a firm with monopoly power has no general duty to engage in a joint market program with a competitor").
1415 Aspen Skiing, 472 US at 601.
1416 224 US 383 (1912) (association of railroads owned all the terminal and connecting facilities in St. Louis, access to which was necessary to serve St. Louis).
1417 Id. at 391.
1418 Id. at 392.
1419 Id. at 393 - 394.
1419 Id. at 394 - 395.
The case was tried to a jury, which found in favour of Highland, and the district court, Court of Appeals, and Supreme Court refused to upset that verdict. Rejecting the notion that the right to refuse to deal is unqualified, the court articulated the standard that such a right would not be upheld where a monopolist engages in exclusionary conduct. 1540 The court also recognized that exclusionary conduct should not be defined solely in terms of the effect of the conduct on competition, but also the impact it has "on consumers and whether it has impaired competition in an unnecessarily restrictive way." 1541 Predatory conduct, therefore, was defined as conduct that excluded rivals "on some basis other than efficiency." 1542

The court then described in detail the facts that established the "predatory" nature of Ski Co.'s actions. First, in the court's opinion, Ski Co.'s conduct reflected the exercise of market power. The four-mountain pass had been offered for 14 years. By refusing to continue the pass, the court noted that Ski Co. "did not merely reject a novel offer to participate in a cooperative venture that had been proposed by a competitor" 1543 instead, it tried to force Highland to give Ski Co. a larger percentage split of the total four-mountain pass revenues, and when Highland refused, Ski Co. discontinued the all-Aspen pass. The court characterized this as "a decision by a monopolist to make an important change in the character of the market". 1544

Second, the court found Ski Co.'s action not to be efficiency enhancing because its refusal to participate in the four-mountain pass was prevented from the market a product that was preferred by consumers — a fact that was clearly established by the evidence. 1545 Third, since Highland was the only other competitor in the market, the fact that Ski Co.'s conduct harmed Highland (evident from the dramatic fall in market share) meant that competition was harmed. 1546 Finally, forming the foundation of the "sacrifice" test of anticompetitive conduct, the court found Ski Co.'s refusal to supply Highland its lift tickets at retail price and to accept vouchers from Highland customers as evidence that "Ski Co. elected to forgo these short-run benefits because it was more interested in reducing competition in the Aspen market over the long run by harming its smaller competitor". 1547 Ski Co. was unable to offer a legitimate business justification for its conduct.

In contrast to its decision in Aspen Skiing, the Supreme Court, in Verizon Communications Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis v. Trinko, LLP, 1548 handed down its most recent pronouncement on Sec. 2, curtailting some degree the trend toward expanding the scope of that provision. 1549 Again, the court was confronted with a claim that a monopolist's refusal to deal amounted to anticompetitive conduct, but this time, the Supreme Court refused to extend Sec. 2 liability to that conduct.

Trinko was fairly straightforward from a factual standpoint. 1600 Verizon, the incumbent local telephone company (ILEC), was alleged to have violated its obligations under the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to provide, on a non-discriminatory basis, operations support services (OSS) to competitive local telephone companies (CLECs) that wanted access to Verizon's network and to compete with Verizon. 1643 Prior to the filing of the complaint, Verizon had entered into a consent decree with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) based on complaints by CLECs that Verizon was not meeting its obligations to provide OSS on non-discriminatory terms. 1642 Subsequently, the Trinko plaintiff filed a Sec. 2 complaint alleging that Verizon's discrimination in providing OSS was "part of an anticompetitive scheme to discourage customers from becoming or remaining customers of competitive LECS, thus impeding the competitive LECS's ability to enter and compete in the market for local telephone service." 1643

Unlike the court in Aspen Skiing, the Trinko Court refused to apply Sec. 2 liability to Verizon's alleged refusal to deal. The court made clear that Sec. 2 liability should not be imposed on a firm, even a monopolist, when it refuses to deal with a competitor, except in certain narrow exceptions, "because of the uncertain virtue of forced sharing and the difficulty of identifying and remedying anticompetitive conduct by a single firm." 1644

While the Trinko Court declined the Justice Department's invitation to define a more precise standard of anticompetitive conduct, it did illuminate the parameters of such a claim in the refusal to deal context by declaring that "Aspen Skiing is at or near the outer boundary of § 2 liability." 1645 The court quickly distinguished this case from the "limited exception recognized in Aspen Skiing," 1646 because the factors considered important to its finding of predatory conduct in that case were not present here. Significantly, Verizon had not ended a longstanding course of dealing like Ski Co. had done to Highland. Rather, the Telecommunications Act compelled Verizon to create something new — "the wholesale market for leasing network elements" — something that was complicated and expensive to design, implement and maintain. 1647 Thus, as the court found, "the defendant's prior conduct sheds no light upon the motivation of its refusal to deal — upon whether its regulatory lapses were prompted not by competitive zeal but by anticompetitive malice." 1648

Further to the point, the requirements of the Telecommunications Act force Verizon to sell its network elements to its competitors at negotiated, and sometimes litigated, wholesale rates. Unlike Ski Co., Verizon was not foregoing retail sales that "suggested a willingness to forsake short-term profits to achieve an anticompetitive end." 1649

It is important to bear in mind that the Trinko decision cannot be taken out of its context of a monopolist that failed to comply with its regulatory obligations. By upholding the motion to dismiss, the Supreme Court signalized its unwillingness to make the Sherman Act an enforcement device for regulatory schemes, even when those schemes regulate the conduct of a monopolist. 170 As Justice Scalia noted, the existence of an antitrust savings clause in the Telecommunications Act meant that the Sherman Act might still apply in appropriate circumstances, but it did not expand, or in any way alter, the reach of Sec. 2 liability. The aim of the former is to "eliminate the monopolies" of local telephone companies, while the aim of the latter is to "protect uninfringed monopolies".

Footnotes:
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zation". These are fundamentally two different goals, and the Sherman Act "does not give judges carte blanche to insist that a monopolist alter its way of doing business, whenever some other approach might yield greater competition." Reinforcing this conclusion is the recognition that antitrust courts are ill-equipped to conduct the type of regulatory oversight that would be required if an opposite approach were taken.

3.3 Implications for a Test of Anticompetitive Conduct

The US cases of Aspen Skiing and Trinko utilized the "but for" test, which focuses on conduct that would not make economic sense but for a tendency to eliminate or lessen competition. Although this test is similar to the profit sacrifice test, it avoids under-inclusiveness because it does not require profit sacrifice. Even without such profit sacrifice, there may still be harm to competition and the "but for" test analyzes why the conduct is still profitable for the dominant firm. The Justice Department has endorsed the "but for" criterion in two recent Sec. 2 cases.

However, as with the profit sacrifice analysis, the "but for" test may be over-inclusive because certain welfare-enhancing innovative conduct may be prohibited. Furthermore, the test ignores the issue of how to deal with practices that have mixed effects, i.e., are likely to be both beneficial (by increasing the dominant firm's efficiency) and harmful (by reducing competition). In such cases, a "balancing of effects" is required which entails the basic difficulty of measuring the expected gains to a firm from the elimination of competition and those resulting from increased efficiency.

4. Exclusive Dealing

4.1 The EU Approach

In Europe, long-term exclusive supply agreements have been consistently regarded as an abuse under Art. 82 for several reasons: 1) they create customer dependence on a single supplier; 2) they deny opportunities to competitive rivals of the exclusive supplier; and 3) they deter new entry because sources of potential business are "locked up." In 1978, the European Commission declared that exclusive dealing (purchasing) arrangements are generally abusive. Community courts have confirmed this position. They have held such arrangements violate Article 81 in at least the following instances:

- when a customer wanted to enter such an arrangement, or whether the arrangement was the result of a contract or other circumstance (e.g., a de facto exclusive dealing arrangement).

In assessing the anticompetitive effects of exclusive dealing arrangements, the Commission and the courts first looked at the market power of the supplier and then the duration of the exclusive arrangement. In the most recent landmark case, Van der Bergh Foods, the Commission held that exclusive arrangements that restricted the purchases of 40 percent of customers was sufficient to establish abuse. Van den Bergh Foods involved a dominant ice cream manufacturer, owned by Unilever, that created an exclusive network of retail outlets through the use of exclusive agreements. The manufacturer provided retailers with freezer cabinets free of charge if they purchased 100 percent of their ice cream requirements from Van den Bergh. The Commission found that these agreements violated Art. 82 and held that while this was a normal business practice for non-dominant firms, it constituted an abuse for dominant producers because it prevented retailers from dealing with competing suppliers.

The CFI confirmed the Commission's view holding that, "[T]he fact that an undertaking in a dominant position on a market tis de facto [ ] 40% of outlets in the relevant market by an exclusivity clause which in reality creates outlet exclusivity constitutes a abuse of a dominant position [...] The exclusivity clause has the effect of preventing the retailers concerned from selling other brands of ice cream (or of reducing the opportunity for them to do so), even though there is a demand for such brands, and of preventing competing manufacturers from gaining access to the relevant market." The CFI's statement in Van den Bergh Foods shows that when assessing exclusive dealing arrangements, the Community courts look closely at the actual effects of a particular arrangement in the relevant market and its impact on consumers.

4.2 The US Approach

Exclusive dealing arrangements can be challenged under three separate US antitrust laws: Sec. 3 of the Clayton Act, which specifically prohibits exclusive dealing; Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act, as an unreasonable restraint of trade; and Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act, as the anticompetitive conduct upon which a monopolization claim can be based. Contrary to the European approach, exclusive dealing arrangements are generally considered in the US to be procompetitive and historically have been upheld by US courts. The fact that a firm entering into an exclusive dealing arrangement is a monopolist, does not, in and of itself, make the arrangement unlawful under Sec. 2. However, where an exclusive arrangement is part of a course of conduct to acquire or maintain a monopoly, Sec. 2 liability can arise.

In Microsoft, for instance, the United States challenged Microsoft's exclusive arrangements with "all the leading" Internet access providers, which allegedly had the effect of excluding Netscape "from the most efficient channels for [Netscape's] Navigator to achieve user base usage share." The court found that Microsoft's exclusive deals to keep its Internet Explorer as the default browser for a large majority of all Internet access subscriptions effectively protected Microsoft's monopoly. Because Microsoft was unable to offer a persuasive procompetitive justification for its...
exclusive contracts, the court upheld the district court's finding that the exclusive contracts were "exclusory devices" in violation of Sec. 2.188

One significant aspect of the Microsoft decision is that it makes clear that a claim of unlawful exclusive dealing can be maintained under Sec. 2 even if such a claim cannot be supported under Sec. 3 of the Clayton Act or Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act.187 The Justice Department also had challenged these exclusive deals under Sec. 1, but because they did not foreclose more than about 40 percent of the relevant market, the court concluded there was no violation. On appeal of the Sec. 2 claim, Microsoft argued - relying on language in the Supreme Court's decision in Texas Electric Co. v. Nashville Coal Co.188 - that Sec. 2 liability could not be found where the requirements of a Sec. 1 claim have not been met. Without any significant discussion of the issue, the District of Columbia Circuit ruled that "a monopolist's use of exclusive contracts, in certain circumstances, may give rise to a § 2 violation less than the roughly 40% or 50% share usually required in order to establish a § 1 violation".

This conclusion was reiterated by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in US v. Dentsply Int'l Inc.189 In Dentsply, the government challenged exclusive dealing arrangements under Sec. 3 of the Clayton Act and Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. Dentsply is the largest producer of artificial teeth, with a market share in the US of about 75 to 80 percent. While there are other producers of artificial teeth in the US, Dentsply is 15 times larger than its next significant competitor. In the US, artificial teeth are largely sold through dealers.

Dentsply instituted a condition to its dealer contracts, called "Dealer Criterion 6", which prohibited dealers from adding the tooth lines of other manufacturers to their present offerings. Dealer Criterion 6 was vigorously enforced by Dentsply - it threatened to drop any dealer that attempted to add competing lines - and it had the overwhelming effect of disciplining dealers and keeping them from adding competing lines of artificial teeth. Moreover, the district court found that Dentsply's reason for establishing Dealer Criterion 6 was pretextual and designed expressly to exclude competitors from access to dealers.

In reversing the district court's finding in favour of Dentsply, the Third Circuit relied on several factors. First, Dealer Criterion 6 was intended to exclude rivals from access to dealers. Second, the provision was successful in accomplishing its anticompetitive goal. Dealers did not drop Dentsply in order to distribute competing brands, and Dentsply aggressively enforced the provision to prevent dealers from distributing competing products. Third, the court found that alternative channels of sale (e.g., direct sales) were not practical or feasible. Finally, the court found that Dealer Criterion 6 had the effect of limiting consumer choice - dealers tended to carry Dentsply and no other competing brands. Based on these findings, the Third Circuit reversed the district court and found a violation of Sec. 2.

4.3 Implications for a Test of Anticompetitive Conduct

Cases like Microsoft and Dentsply appear to base liability on the notion that the alleged monopolist engaged in conduct that impaired the efficiency of their rivals. Closely related to the "equally efficient firm" test, the "impairment of rival's efficiency" test was developed by Harvard Professor Emeritus Eliahu and analyzes whether rivals are being excluded because the dominant firm is improving its own efficiency or because it is impa"189

ing its own efficiency or because it is impairing the efficiency of its rivals.190 Under Eliahu's test, where the conduct causes both of those effects, the conduct is still permissible as long as some of the exclusionary effect is offset by improvements in the dominant firm's efficiency.

This test suffers from the same measurement problem as the "equally efficient firm" test, however - i.e., how to identify the existence and magnitude of efficiency gains/losses at the dominant firm and its rivals.191

5. One Additional Test - the "Consumer Welfare" Test

In a recent paper commissioned by DG Competition, a group of European economists advocated a "consumer welfare" test for identifying anticompetitive behaviour under Art. 82. Under this test, conduct would be unlawful only if it has the tendency to reduce consumer welfare.192 The authors argue consumer welfare should be thought of as the ultimate yardstick and competition authorities should focus on anticompetitive effects that harm consumers on a case-by-case basis and after a close analysis based on sound economic reasoning. The authors further argue that such an analysis of such competitive harm should supersede the traditional dominance test. Thus, an Art. 82 violation would only require a showing of significant competitive harm in the form of a reduction of consumer welfare; a separate assessment of dominance would be superfluous under this test because verifiable competitive harm would be proof of dominance.193

A test based on the effects on consumer welfare is appealing because it is directly linked to promoting consumer welfare. But, it may not be well-suited for cases where a firm's conduct has the potential both to reduce consumer welfare and to enhance the dominant firm's efficiency. The task of sorting out the source of each "effect" and balancing both effects may be beyond the capabilities of competition agencies and courts, especially since it presupposes that empirical data on the welfare effects of the conduct in question would be both available and accessible. The proponents of this test argue that it is feasible to estimate such effects on consumer welfare.194 However, such approximations and trade-offs may make the outcome less predictable and allow more subjective criteria to creep into analyses that lack empirical data. In addition, defining "consumer welfare" presents several problems, not the least of which is how to weigh the short-term effects against long-term effects of certain conduct.

V. Conclusion and a Modest Proposal

The focus of this paper has been on comparing and contrasting how the analyses of unilateral conduct of dominant firms and monopolists have evolved under Art. 82 of the EC Treaty and Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act. In doing so, several significant differences have been highlighted in the approach taken toward the conduct of dominant firms and monopolists by the EU and US courts and antitrust authorities.

- While EU courts focus on the effects of a business practice on competitors when assessing whether the practice is an abuse of dominance, US courts follow a more economics-based analysis focused on harm to competition and consumer welfare.
- The threshold for finding monopoly power in the US is substantially higher - generally 70 percent - than required under Art. 82, i.e., 50 percent.
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Sec. 2 requires more than just a large market share to establish monopolist power. The competitive dynamics of the market must also enable the monopolist to effectively exercise its market power (for example, as a result of high barriers to entry). Art. 82 does not necessarily require such an analysis before declaring that a firm has a dominant position.

Once found to be dominant under Art. 82, a firm may be prohibited from engaging in procompetitive conduct in which non-dominant firms can engage. Sec. 2, with its focus on enhancing consumer welfare, does not prohibit monopolists from engaging in procompetitive conduct, even if that conduct has the incidental effect of excluding rivals from the market.

US courts and antitrust agencies are cautious in their approach to analyzing unilateral conduct and imposing Sec. 2 liability to avoid chilling legitimate procompetitive conduct whereas EU courts and regulators are more concerned with failing to deter anticompetitive conduct.

Art. 82 protects consumers from the short-term effects of anticompetitive conduct, for example, the charging of monopoly or "excessive" prices, while Sec. 2 does not prohibit such conduct per se.

EU courts place much more emphasis on the exclusionary intent of a dominant firm, holding that the intent to exclude a competitor is sufficient to show that the conduct actually had such an effect. In the US, intent is relevant only as an aid to help understand the likelihood of the conduct in question. Effects on competition from a particular practice must still be demonstrated.

In the US, efficiencies play an important role in determining whether certain conduct should be condemned under Sec. 2. In contrast, efficiencies traditionally have not had a significant role in assessing whether a particular practice constitutes an abuse of a dominant position under Art. 82. However, the shift in EU merger control law toward recognizing efficiencies may also lead to a similar recognition of the importance of efficiencies in analyzing business practices under Art. 82.

In predatory pricing cases, Art. 82 does not require a showing of likelihood of recoupment of lost profits from below-cost pricing. Recoupment is an essential element of a predatory pricing claim in the US.

Fidelity or bundled discounts are effectively per se unlawful under Art. 82, but under Sec. 2, they are subject to the same competitive effects analysis as other business conduct.

Likewise, exclusive dealing arrangements are by their nature unlawful under Art. 82, but are not under Sec. 2.

The approach to unilateral conduct under Art. 82 is continuing to evolve. In a recent speech, Commissioner Neelie Kroes suggested several changes to the way in which unilateral conduct is analyzed under Art. 82, including engaging in a market analysis before determining dominance, focusing on the consumer welfare effect of conduct and including efficiencies as part of the Art. 82 analysis.195)

As the evolution of Art. 82 takes place, there is one important fact that the courts and antitrust regulators must keep in mind—that there is not a single test to analyze the competitive effects of unilateral conduct. This may have the unintended effect of creating some degree of uncertainty in the law which, in turn, runs the risk of chilling procompetitive conduct. However, a carefully crafted analytical framework for evaluating a broad range of conduct that is within the scope of Art. 82 is essential to ensure consistent analysis from case-to-case by courts and regulators if sound, economically rational decisions are to be made that do not discourage procompetitive conduct by dominant firms.


To avoid the undesirable outcome of creating uncertainty in enforcement of Art. 82, antitrust regulators should consider developing guidelines to assist courts and the business community in identifying conduct that would be viewed as an abuse of dominant position or unlawful monopolization. Such guidelines have proven to be very helpful in other contexts. For example, in 1996, the US Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission issued the Statement of Antitrust Enforcement Policy in Health Care, which provide the US antitrust agencies' enforcement views on and modes of analyses used to analyze nine specific business practices (i.e., competitor joint ventures, high-tech joint ventures, small mergers, information exchanges, price surveys of competitors and purchasing arrangements) within the enormous and highly diverse health care industry.196) The Health Care Guidelines also provide "safe harbors"—objective thresholds based on practical experience and years of judicial and law enforcement experience in analyzing these different types of business practices (most of which also occur outside the health care industry)—below which the agencies will presume that the conduct in question will not raise competitive concerns, absent extraordinary circumstances.

Using the Health Care Guidelines as a model, guidelines on abuse of dominance ideally would address specific types of behaviours, and, at a minimum, would deal with the treatment under Art. 82 of conduct most often confronted by courts and antitrust authorities—i.e., predatory pricing, fidelity and bundled rebates, refusals to deal; and exclusive dealing. The guidelines would examine the underlying economic rationale for each practice and provide hypothetical examples that would illustrate situations in which each practice was lawful and where it may be anti-competitive; the guidelines would provide safe harbours based on practical experience and cases (drawing on US cases and enforcement actions as a resource that address similar behaviours as well as economic literature) to help determine what conduct is almost always procompetitive and, therefore, should be lawful; and the guidelines would provide a mode of analysis for conduct that falls outside the safe harbours. For example, conduct outside the safe harbours would not be automatically unlawful, but would be subject to closer scrutiny under an economically-based framework like the type of rule of reason analysis used for non-per se conduct under Art. 81 of the EC Treaty and Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act.

This approach and the analyses that would be part of these guidelines would have several complementary effects and benefits: 1) they would provide flexibility by allowing for a case-by-case consideration of different types of conduct without setting rigid per se rules; 2) they would provide a public explanation, grounded in economically-based principles, of what "rules of the road" antitrust enforcement authorities are using to evaluate business conduct and enforce Art. 82; 3) they would force DG Competition to develop guidelines and enforcement policies that reflect an internally consistent application of economic principles that it believes are correct in analyzing the actual or potential competitive effects of various practices, thereby reducing the likelihood of a more ad hoc development of conflicting modes of analysis; 4) they would result in more consistent enforcement from one EC administration to the next because the modes of analysis and the underlying principles would become institutionalized subject to being updated based on new learning and experience; 5) they would provide a clearer and better understanding within the business community about how certain business practices will be analyzed; and 6) they would provide much greater transparency, predictability and certainty in the EC's overall enforcement program. In turn, should have a similar effect throughout Member States, thereby promoting more internal

Community consistency in applying Art. 82 to similar business practices. Such transparency, consistency and relative predictability is essential to any successful enforcement program. This proposal does not call for a radical shift in enforcement policy or law. It is grounded in the belief that in today's quickly-evolving global economy, sound, economically-based principles that are transparent, consistent and predictable are a cornerstone for sound enforcement. This is especially true where both the US and EU have shared values to promote and protect competition and consumer welfare. As Commissioner Koes has acknowledged, the enforcement agencies should be cautious about intervening in markets unless there is clear evidence that they are not functioning well. This is the first principle toward building a workable enforcement approach to Art. 82. Where the EC goes from here is the open question.

Abstract
In recent years, competition law and policy within the European Union (EU) have undergone a process of modernization, applying a more economics-based approach to analyses of business conduct and their competitive effects. However, EU policy concerning unilateral conduct of dominant firms under Art. 82 has not yet made a similar shift toward an analytical approach based on economic principles. Rather, when assessing single firm conduct, the Commission and the Community courts have tended to make formalistic assessments of various types of business conduct. These assessments have often found certain types of business conduct to be per se unlawful without a detailed economic analysis of the competitive effects of the practice.

In contrast, jurisprudence interpreting Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act has developed substantially from an approach that condemned monopolies for engaging in conduct that had the tendency to exclude rivals — without assessing whether competition itself was harmed — to a more economics-based approach that recognizes that there are legitimate monopolists that engage in efficiency-enhancing conduct without violating Sec. 2. While the business practices in the United States are similar to those being evaluated in Europe under Art. 82, the question of what constitutes anticompetitive conduct under Sec. 2 has been answered primarily on a case-by-case basis; yet there is no general consensus on a single standard by which to measure whether conduct is anticompetitive in violation of Sec. 2.

The article discusses the policy and legal differences between Art. 82 and Sec. 2 of the Sherman Act, which are considerable. It outlines the legal principles underlying the statutes that address unilateral conduct in the EU and US; it discusses and compares the law and enforcement decisions in the EU and US concerning certain business practices that have been challenged under Art. 82 and Sec. 2; and offers insights into economic tests used to evaluate these practices. Finally, it summarizes some of the analytical and judicial differences in analyzing certain business practices under Art. 82 and Sec. 2 and provides suggestions on how the Commission can draft practical antitrust enforcement guidelines that can be used by enforcers, the courts and the business community in Europe to evaluate the competitive effects of those practices without discouraging vigorous, procompetitive activity.